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ClassiC PERFORMaNCE REDEsiGNED

The Kreepy Krauly cleaner’s new modern design is enhanced 
by its rugged construction and ultra reliable service life. Other 
cleaners have tried to match the Kreepy Krauly cleaner’s 
dependability, but none can.

With only one operational moving part, you’ll experience years 
of faithful service, without stressing about replacement parts or 
waning performance. The Kreepy Krauly cleaner is relentless in its 
pursuit of dirt and debris. It methodically traverses your pool walls 
and floor, meticulously vacuuming away dirt and debris, leaving 
no area of your pool unattended. And best of all, the Kreepy Krauly 
cleaner works automatically, freeing you up to get back to what’s 
important…enjoying your pool.

PRODuCt FEatuREs

•	 Redesigned for greater cleaning coverage from water line 
to pool bottom.

•	 Powerful suction makes removal of both large and small 
debris a cinch.

•	 No wheels, gears, or diaphragms to continuously replace 
or repair.

•	 Regulator valve automatically adjusts water flow to set the ideal 
speed for maximum cleaning performance.

•	 No expensive, energy draining booster pump to buy, 
saving you significantly on your utility bills.

•	 Installs in minutes, with no tools required.
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AVAILABLE FROM:

Automatic Regulator Valve: Automatically controls water 
flow to set the ideal travel speed for more thorough cleaning

Dive Float: Helps guide the cleaner throughout your entire pool 
from the water line to the pool bottom

Roller Strap: Maneuvers cleaner around steps and ladders for 
uninhibited cleaning

Wings: Channels leaves, dirt and debris directly to your skimmer 
and pump basket… where they belong

siMPlE bY DEsiGN

In addition to detailed cleaning, the Kreepy Krauly cleaner’s simple 
design assures long life and long-term reliability, so you’ll get years 
of dependable performance without costly maintenance or repairs. 
It’s no wonder so many pool owners name Kreepy Krauly as their 
cleaner of choice.

JOiN MORE thaN 3 MilliON satisFiED CustOMERs

The family of Kreepy Krauly cleaners is simply the most popular 
name in pool cleaner history. Their performance and long-term 
reliability have been trusted by over 3 million pool owners worldwide.

Unlike other cleaners with bags to empty, gears to jam, or wheels and diaphrams to replace, Kreepy 
Krauly features just one moving part for long life and low cost of ownership.
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